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And the Truth shall set you Free 
John 8:32 

 

 

 



Background to the Inception Chart 

The Chart of independence marked a profound shift of 

consciousness, a radical move, it clearly set out that all 

men are equal, having the right to Life, Liberty and the 

pursuit of happiness and that it was the Government ’s 

business to protect these Rights, adding that if the 

Government tried to withhold these Rights then the 

People were free to set up another Government.   When 

this was signed in 1776, and there is some dispute as to 

the actual day, the 4th of July became enshrined within 

the Group Consciousness of America and indeed 

around the world, and as such created an archetypal 

field within the Collective Consciousness.  

These moments in time operate in the same way as a natal chart – in that they respond to the transits of 

the planets.   At this time, Pluto, the planet of Transformation and Rebirth, is  once again returning to 27 

Capricorn 33, where it was on July 4 th, 1776.   It made its first Return in February of this year, the second 

will take place on the 11th of July and the final Return will be on the 28th of December. 

These Plutonic transits will stir up all that is held within the Group Consciousness of America, for Pluto, 

held within the 1st Ray of Divine Will, dives down into the depths and brings up the Shadow of all that is 

not in alignment in order to bring about a rebirth, often through crisis and major change. 

So, what is seeking to be born at the time of the Pluto Return from out of the intent that was seeded  back 

in 1776 which has now grown and impregnated the world?  For none of us are islands, we are all deeply 

connected through the Group Consciousness wherever we may live.    

Since 2020 and the Saturn Pluto conjunction, we have witnessed in the outer world an outpouring and 

intensification of unrest and disquiet in many countries as the Consciousness expresses itself in a myriad 

of ways. 

Pluto is passing through the Zodiacal sign of Capricorn – Capricorn has to do with the Establishment, the 

Church, Authority, the Government, Banking and Commerce and Pluto has to do with Power, Wealth and 

hidden resources.   Some of the issues that are surfacing through the Consciousness at this time are - major 

changes in the law, a shift in Government structure, power struggle, intensification of conflicts, the rise of 

independence, a rebalancing of power dynamics, exposure of deep corruption and the need to heal the past.  

Right now, we are in the ‘eye of the storm’ and America is the crucible of this collective endeavour .      

The deeper meaning and potential of this Pluto transit was expressed by 

Ralph Waldo Emerson, an American poet and philosopher, a few decades 

after the Declaration of Independence, when he wrote that America was 

concerned ‘More with the bottom economic line, than the Higher Truths 

of Philosophy, with what is convenient and profitable today, rather than 

what holds for all time.’    

This statement applied to most industrial countries of the time.   Now it 

is enshrined as a ‘world religion’ - that money is the all-powerful Source. 

He also shared this, which is at the heart of the essence of the Pluto 

transit, to remind us of the Truth that ‘God is best understood as a Spirit, 

an ideal, a Breath of Life; everywhere and always filling the world with 

the inexhaustible power of the Divine Presence.’   He continued ‘I am 

nothing; I see all; the currents of the Universal Being circulate through 

me; I am part or particle of God.’ 



                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

In the Chart opposite you will see that there is a Grand 

Trine that creates a Kite formation and also a Cardinal 

Grand Cross.    The Grand Trine flows from Pluto to 

Neptune to Vesta and has Mercury at the Apex of the Kite.    

Looking at the Chart for Independence in a simplistic 

way, to discover what has been going on in the 

collective since 2020 when the Saturn Pluto 

conjunction took place, you will see that Mercury   the   

planet of communication is opposite to Pluto          

square to Chiron,  which is opposite to Saturn      When 

Chiron and  Pluto  are in this aspect to Mercury there 

is a sense that this was not only a profound 

declaration, but with Saturn in the mix there was likely 

some fear in making the declaration which has been 

confirmed by the statements made at that time.   

There would also seem to be some persuasion (Pluto) 

going on in the creation of the Declaration and a sense 

that the expression of individual thoughts (Mercury) 

were having to be held in check for the Declaration to 

be able to be drafted. 

And Pluto trine Neptune trine Vesta – Vesta holds the Light, the Inner Flame, creating a great vision which was the 

over lighting principle held by the creators of the Charter.   However, at a lower level it may just have been the 

desire to pay less tax, as from the Shadow level, Pluto trine Neptune can simply create a desire for boundless wealth.  

The position of Mercury, which relates to self-

expression, is key, and as it is central to the whole 

chart, before looking at the Inception chart, first 

we will briefly look at the Saturn Pluto Conjunction 

chart of January 2020, to see how the transiting 

planets at that time, link to the 1776 Chart. 

The chart is drawn for two days before the exact 

conjunction - at the time of the Full Moon – you 

will see that the Moon and Earth are together at 

200 of Cancer and that the Sun Mercury, Ceres 

Saturn and Pluto in Capricorn are all opposing the 

Moon from 200 – 220 of Capricorn, which connect 

to the Mercury and Pluto positions of 1776. 

In a Mundane chart, which this is, i.e not an 

individual’s chart, the Moon represents, the 

(People), the Sun (Authority) Pluto (Power) and 

Saturn (the Establishment) with Mercury and 

Ceres held within this stellium.  

So, you could say that this chart speaks clearly 

of the authoritarian, powerful, restriction of 

people’s right of expression by the Establishment that has continued over these last two years.  The shutting 

down of anyone, on social media, under the term of ‘misinformation’, including the inability to share medical 

understanding, if it did not conform to the ‘Established’ viewpoint has played out strongly in America as indeed 

around the world, but the ‘tech’ companies in America set the ball rolling and enforced this lack of transparency. 

USA Chart of Independence 
4th July 1776 16:50 LMT 

Philadelphia Pennsylvania 

 

Saturn Pluto Conjunct 2020 10th January 2020 19:21 GMT 

London UK 

USA Independence Chart 4th July 1776 16:50 LMT 
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Looking at the position of the Gene Keys to get a greater idea of what would be flowing through the 

underlying Shadow Group consciousness, we find that the Moon and Earth (the people) are on Gene Key 53 

having Immaturity as the Shadow.  The Sun (authority) and Mercury (communication) are on Gene Key 54 

with Greed as the Shadow and Saturn (establishment) and Pluto (power) are on Gene Key 61 with the shadow 

of Psychosis.    Ceres (Goddess of the Earth) is also in the group, right in the midpoint, between the Sun and 

Earth and Saturn and Pluto, holding a protective balance for all that is to unfold through time.  

Back in January 2020 the Cosmic Review shared that things would change and never go back to how they had once 

been, but no one would have believed that our ability to share our knowledge and expertise, in order to come to 

an enlightened and common agreement, for the benefit of all, would be so severely compromised.   

There is also now a clear realisation that many Companies have made huge profits (Neptune trine Pluto in the 1776 

chart) whilst the people (the Moon) are now struggling to pay their bills.  So how does this reflect the intent of the 

Souls who drew up the Independence Charter based on the wellbeing of the people so many years ago? 

How will the Pluto Return assist in bringing in higher awareness and Consciousness over the next two years 

as the fresh ‘seeding’ that will continue to flower and to unfold over the next 246 years.  

In the chart of the first Pluto Return in February of 

this year, transiting Neptune, at 220 Pisces, Gene 

Key 22, is opposite to where Neptune was in the 

1776 chart at 220 Virgo.  When Neptune is in 

opposition, at the Shadow level, there is confusion, 

a difficulty in seeing things clearly – a smoke screen 

if you will.  But Uranus and Jupiter will remove the 

scales from the eyes as Jupiter, on Gene Key 63 

holds the Siddhi of Truth and what was once held on 

trust, abruptly dissolves as an illusionary dream. 

In 1776 Neptune was on Gene Key 47, known as 

Transmuting the Past having the Shadow of 

Oppression the Gift of Transmutation and the highest 

expression being Transfiguration.  Each one’s level of 

Consciousness/Essence defines the experience that is 

seeking to manifest from this seeding that was 

impregnated into the Consciousness over 200 years ago.  

Pluto Returns create a reality check - all that is out of 

alignment with Divine Will, is stripped away to allow 

for regeneration, focus and integrity. 

Throughout 2019 until March 2021 and again from June 2021 until January 2022 Pluto was passing through 

Gene Key 61 which has Psychosis at the Shadow level which we have witnessed playing out across the world 

in so many millions and millions of lives and yet hidden within this Shadow lies the Gift o f Inspiration.  

‘Inspiration is what happens when you stop worshiping God and start becoming God….  This Gene Key 

represents a mystery hiding inside every single unit of matter within the Universe.   The mystery is the mystery 

of Christ Consciousness, that Quintessence of inner Light that holds all things together .’ 

The Siddhi level resonates to Sanctity – to the Sanctity of Life – The Holy of Holies.  ‘The Inspiration pouring 

through the higher reaches of the 61st Gift is a stream of sparks from a great Transformation occurring within 

every human being who approaches the inner door.  As you enter the field of the 61st Siddhi a huge pregnant 

silence descends and all your mental activity abruptly ceases….  A human being who is embodying the 61st 

Siddhi is nothing but a human vehicle manifesting pure Universal Consciousness .’  

This Truth, shared by Ralph Waldo Emerson, is the Eternal Truth of Life. 

First Pluto Return 20.2.2022 12:35 EST Philadelphia 
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Sun Gene Key 39  

Earth Gene Key 38  

  Moon Gene Key 40  

Uranus Gene Key 02  

Ceres Gene Key 62  

Juno Gene Key 22 

Neptune Gene Key 36 

South Node Gene Key 43 

Ascendant Gene Key 64 

South Node Gene Key 23 

 

 

Provocation/Dynamism/Liberation 

Struggle/Perseverance/Honour 

Exhaustion/Resolve/Divine Will  

Dislocation/Orientation/Unity 

Intellect/Precision/Impeccability 

Dishonour/Graciousness/Grace 

Turbulence/Humanity/Compassion 

Deafness/Insight/Epiphany  

Confusion/Imagination/Illumination 

Complexity/Simplicity/Quintessence 
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On the 4th of July 2022, the 246th anniversary of the Declaration of Independence, there was a 

beautiful six-pointed Star planetary alignment in the sky, flowing to Earth.  Each year, on this day, 

the Sun, on Gene Key 39 known as the Tension of Transcendence  and the Earth, on Gene Key 38, 

known as The Warrior of Light are holding the spectrum of potential that is unfolding within the 

Collective Consciousness.   Moving through the Shadows of Provocation and Struggle , to develop 

the Gifts of Dynamism and Perseverance  ultimately releasing Liberation and Honour. 

 

The potential of these two Genetic  codes has immense meaning at this time, when Humanity is at a 

crossroads. 

 

‘As in all of the great legends and stories, there is always a rebirth that takes place after the warrior has 

given his life for a higher cause.   This rebirth is Liberation, and it occurs only after great effort and many 

trials.   This is the way of the 39th Gene Key and the reward is the annihilation of fear through the death 

of the smaller self.   This is the true meaning and symbolism of the warrior and is why we all aspire to it.’ 

 

‘The Siddhi of Honour carries a certain type of mythology within it – a journey from Struggle to 

Perseverance to Honour .  The 38th Siddhi retains a deep mythic connection to Struggle, aggression 

and all the darkest sides of human nature, however, people in whom this Siddhi manifests are the 

highest form of warrior.   They become our Holy Warriors those who cannot be tarnished by the 

world.    Whenever a Siddhi dawns in a human being, its programming partner is also activated.  Thus 

the 39th Siddhi of Liberation is also released alongside the 38th Siddhi – unleashing a chain reaction 

resulting in a stream of dynamic liberating energy lasting for generations and generations. ’ 

 

In this Chart Ceres is once again in a prominent position , on Gene Key 31, known as Sounding Your 

Truth – having the Siddhi of Impeccability she is shining a Light on the true meaning of sound, speech 

and communication. 

 

‘The 62nd Gene Key is genetically coupled with the 31st Gene Key forming the codon known as the 

Ring of No Return.  This mystical name describes the evolutionary process that takes place when 

higher consciousness reaches the throat centre.   The throat centre is where the greatest human 

initiation occurs.    Once the higher involutionary currents begin to use our voice to transmit their 

truths, you begin a process of detaching from your own identity.    

The 62nd Gene Key allows access to the Universal Language of Light behind all forms.   There is a 

deep magic woven into language – words become much more precise - as your language becomes 

purer you expose your heart to the world.   Words spoken from Love are deeply healing.  This is why 

there is no return once you begin to speak your truth – you have broken away from the lower realms 

forevermore.’ 

So, as we approach the second Pluto Return that will take place on July 11 th we are being guided to 

deeply understand the power of thought and the spoken word – how this gift was given to Humanity 

for the expression of Source, for the raising of awareness and for sharing Universal Light. 

‘It is the manifestation of Impeccability in which your every movement and breath becomes an 

emanation of the Pure Light.   You have entered into the Language of Light – the Impeccable Beauty 

of Being.’ 

The USA Chart of Independence has been focussing for the last some two hundred years on these 

two Shadows of Provocation and Struggle, that have held humanity for so long in misunderstanding 

and pain and as Pluto makes its second Return, it is intensifying the focus for Humanity to leave 

behind, immaturity and delusional thinking and to take another path, one that is based on Eternal 

Truth.     

So how will the second Pluto Return assist in facilitating this potential.  
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Sun Gene Key 53 

Earth Gene Key 54 

Mercury Gene Key 39 

Ceres Gene Key 62 

Neptune Gene Key 36 

South Node Gene Key 43  

North Node Gene Key 23 

Uranus Gene Key 02 

Pluto Gene Key 60 

Eris Gene Key 03 

Chiron Gene Key 51  

 

 

Immaturity/Expansion/Superabundance 

Greed/Aspiration/Ascension 

Provocation/Dynamism/Liberation 

Intellect/Precision/Impeccability 

Turbulence/Humanity/Compassion 

Deafness/Insight/Empathy 

Complexity/Simplicity/Quintessence 

Dislocation/Orientation/Unity 

Limitation/Realism/Justice 

Chaos/Innovation/Innocence 

Agitation/Initiative/Awakening 
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At the time of the first Pluto Return on 20th February this year, the Sun was on Gene Key 55 laying the foundation 

for an inner evolutionary curve of awakening. 

‘The 55th Gene Key holds the key to our liberation and Freedom.  Our DNA holds our greater Self – the Cosmic 

part of each of us that transcends our mortal body has lain secretly hidden inside humanity for aeons.    The 55th 

Gene Key allows us to contemplate and to quicken the actual process of awakening.   Up until now, the inner 

journey has been for the select few – those bold adventurers and courageous pioneers of the inner planes.  But 

that is all about to change’. 

At the time of this next return, the Sun is on Gene Key 53, known as Evolving beyond Evolution and the Earth is 

on Gene Key 54, known as The Serpents Path focussing on evolving beyond the Shadows of Immaturity and Greed  

from out of which, ultimately, Superabundance and Ascension flower. 

‘From the point of view of the 53rd Gift all that exists in life is the perpetual impulse to expand.    The Gift of 

Expansion demands that individuals transcend their personal opinions, views and attempts to understand what 

is going on.    It takes enormous trust to allow your life to truly expand because it appears to the mind to become 

more complex, whereas in fact it is moving into greater synthesis.   Expansion is a process of transcending and 

including.   In a human being, the expansion of frequency can only occur in one way – through the heart.’ 

‘We are indeed entering a new evolutionary phase right now in which human awareness seems ready to make 

a great quantum leap in terms of its expansion, but even though awareness may expand, Consciousness does not 

expand since it is already everywhere and everything and even everywhen.    This is the crucial truth to understand.   

Beneath the form, Consciousness never changes or evolves or expands or contracts.   It simply is.  The 53rd Siddhi 

represents the state beyond and behind awareness known as Pure Consciousness.’     

‘When the 54th Shadow transforms into the Gift then the individual aspires to something beyond the material 

realm.   Aspiration contains the seed of all Higher Consciousness.  At the Gift level Aspiration has to do with 

working with others for the benefit of others.   The 54th Gift aspires to a higher vision of prosperity.    These Souls 

want their entire community to thrive in order that they can draw more and more people up the hierarchy away from 

the self-destructive patterns of the lower frequencies.’     

The 54th Siddhi concerns the notion of Ascension – the continual alchemical transformation of matter into 

Spiritual essence.   Here the base energy of ambition is experienced at its highest frequency and becomes the 

continual pressure to keep ascending up the hierarchy.   Not the social or material hierarchy, but the spiritual 

evolutionary ladder which consciousness itself ascends on the return to its own Source.’ 

Looking at the chart for July 11th you will see that the Sun is at the midpoint (middle) 

of Mercury and Ceres giving the Sun a particular focal point at this time.    Mercury 

on Gene Key 39 is reinstating the struggle of the Tension of Transcendence which 

is where the Sun was at the time of the Declaration of Independence and is the 

overall purpose of the 1776 chart. 

‘At the Siddhic level an interesting thing occurs when all this genetic pressure breaks 

through to a higher dimension… Life itself is struggling to transcend its struggle 

through human beings and the 39th Shadow builds the tension for change until it 

is released through the Siddhi of Liberation.’    

And Ceres is on Gene Key 62, where Mercury was back in 1776 – so once again this chart is counselling us to pay 

attention to how our thoughts and response to life can be limited by the purely left hand thinking of the Intellect. 

‘For example, when you look at a tree through this Shadow, you register only the facts that you have learned 

about the tree.  You register its name, type and any other words connected to it – branches, twigs, leaves and so 

on, but you never see the actual tree.  The tree is intelligent and to really know the tree you have to use your own 

intelligence.   This means you don’t simply look through your eyes and mind.  You take the tree into your being – 

you feel its aliveness, its mysterious aura, you actually breath it into yourself.   Precision is what happens when 

intelligence is born.   It is a completely new way of seeing Life.’  



At the time of these Pluto Returns, the one constant in the sky, that was being activated back in 1776, is 

the position of Pluto as it once again returns to 270 Capricorn 33. 

Astrology has a language, a musical script if you will, which allows astrologers to share how the group 

consciousness is likely to express in the outer world at any given time.   

However, the script is not set in stone, but depends upon each individual’s level of consciousness.   In a 

Mundane Chart, however, astrologers can describe the likely outcome, from the Shadow level, as this 

makes up the vast majority of humanity at this moment in time.   This excerpt was written back in the 

1990’s by Alan Oken 

‘When Pluto is in Capricorn this position challenges the status quo of those who hold unequal power;  that 

is, power unequal to their Soul development.  From the personality level, this can produce some incredibly 

will-filled people who may strive with incredible force to obtain terrestrial power and dominance over 

others.’ 

In the outer world we can witness this playing out across the world’s stage, but on an inner level there is a 

vastly different potential waiting to manifest.  270 Capricorn 33 is on Gene Key 60, known as the Cracking 

of the Vessel and as Pluto, the planet of Transformation, has been activating this Key within the subtle 

bodies and unconsciousness for the last two hundred plus years, in order to reveal its deeper truths, it is 

pivotal at this time.  The Shadow is Limitation the Gift is Realism and the Siddhi is Justice. 

‘This Shadow represents one of the most potent forces responsible for pulling humankind in the opposite 

direction of evolution.  This 60th Shadow of Limitation appears wherever imagination and openness are 

stifled, or wherever men or women have forgotten who they are .’ 

‘The 60th Siddhi holds an apt description of what happens when a human being becomes fully realised .  At 

a certain point our hearts open to our true innocence and we begin to unlock other codes in our DNA that 

are ancestral rather than personal.  We begin to transmute global karma and the more our being opens, 

the more we are given.   It doesn’t come around very often; it may only come around at great turning points 

in evolutionary history.  At a collective level the 60th Siddhi will be one of the very last Siddhis to dawn.’ 

‘When a Being attains self-realisation through the 60th Siddhi, something quite extraordinary happens, 

(and to the Shadow consciousness something very frightening).   The fundamental laws that govern 

physical existence are loosened and in some cases broken altogether.      At a collective genetic level this 

kind of event is called a frameshift mutation.’ 

‘The 60th Siddhi breaks all laws of our reality – beginning with the Laws of Time and Gravity.   There is 

an enormous magic hidden within the 60th Gene Key.   Every time a being attains enlightenment through 

the 60th Siddhi, magic comes pouring through this being and they become a phenomenon, a symbol of the 

breaking of form – Masters who have attained the Body of Light., 

At the time of this Return, dwarf planet Eris, is on Gene Key 03 which 

holds the seeds of evolution from out of Chaos arises a state of Innocence. 

Eris is making a T Square to Pluto, the Sun, the Earth and also to Ceres. 

‘When you allow the environment to mutate you, the greatest magic is 

revealed to you, that in Chaos, there is, and always has been, a vast 

underlying transformative order.    In effect you are only trapped by your own 

thinking.     At the absolute zenith of its frequency the 3rd Siddhi is about 

Innocence.  This Siddhi reminds us that all of life, and that includes human 

beings, is essentially innocent.    

‘One day humanity will evolve towards its awesome final destiny of Global and Celestial harmony.  As the 

3rd Siddhi comes into the world, which it will do very shortly, a great remembering of our Innocence will 

emerge in humanity.’ 



Before finally looking at Chiron, which too is making a T square to the 

Sun and Earth and to Mercury – you will see that Uranus and the North 

Node are connecting into this T Square.   Both Uranus and the North Node 

speak of a new direction – Uranus brings in the shift, a turning point, 

often through disruption and a sense crisis.   And the North Node shows 

the Spiritual direction that is seeking to be expressed.  

Uranus is on Gene Key 2 Returning to the One moving from Dislocation 

to Orientation to Unity. 

Gene Key 2 is the most archetypically feminine of all the Gene Keys – 

based on Unity, surrender and trust.   Of all the 64 Gene Keys, the 2nd 

Gene Key and the journey it represents contain a beautifully simple 

distillation of Cosmic wisdom.   It teaches us that there is a purpose to 

everything in existence. 

‘To transcend into Oneness is not easy to explain.  If you see Oneness as an experience to be attained or 

that may one day happen to you, then you are caught within that straight line between two points.   Oneness 

cannot be comprehended, only lived - it is the unification of all opposites, this cannot be described, only 

experienced.   It is the original nature of Consciousness itself.   A highly beautiful plan unfolding in time and 

space, swept along by currents of evolution.    This is our final destiny as a species  -  to realize our state 

of Oneness and Unity with all that is.’ 

The North Node is activating the 23rd Gene Key, known as the Alchemy of Simplicity  which resonates to 

the Siddhi of Quintessence.   Quintessence is described as the 5th element that pervades all form – it is the 

essence of any thing in its purest and most concentrated form. 

‘The 23rd Siddhi has an alchemical flavour to it – the ability to extract gold from base metal.    People with 

this Siddhi are able to touch the gold hidden within other human beings.    They can transmit the power of 

the awakened state through a word or a look or a gesture.   This is the Midas touch.  

‘This is the true explanation of the secrets hinted at by alchemy – that the physical body itself contains the 

seed of the Siddhic consciousness.  It is concealed in your DNA and controlled by a hidden timing 

mechanism that is utterly spontaneous and out of your individual reach .  Once this Siddhi has fully dawned 

inside a person they become an alchemical agent that overtime refines all and extracts the Quintessence 

from the dross.’   

Finally, Chiron, known as the Wounded Healer.  The only wound that we truly bear is that we have forgotten 

who we are.    As we go about our every day lives it is easy to forget, to fail to understand, to not see the 

miracle that we are all participating in, as we travel through time and space, gathered together on Mother 

Earth, in what is in reality a giant collective Initiation chamber.   

 

Chiron is on Gene Key 31 which takes us on a journey to Awakening through the Shadow of Agitation and 

the Gift of Initiative. 

 

‘At certain points in our journey we move through ‘initiations’ - periods of intensity in which we undergo 

huge transmutations.   True initiation is not something that can be predicted or ritualised .   It is a natural 

part of life itself as it evolves.    Neither does it require any learning or religious or spiritual affiliation.   The 

great Initiations are upsurges in the frequency of our subtle bodies and when we pass through them, they 

are often dramatic and challenging to integrate into our lives..’ 

 

‘Awakening is really a series of softenings.   Our awareness becomes more one-pointed, but our heart and 

mind become softer and more open.   Mildness is the essential quality needed to allow spiritual initiation.   

As we become more yielding so our consciousness expands to encompass wider and wider vistas and 

possibilities.’ 



‘Each of the 64 Siddhis has its own particular behavioural pattern of awakening, but the 51st Siddhi is the 

ground beneath every one of these 64 codes.     The 51st Gene Key is part of the Ring of Humanity and this 

Gene Key ensures that one day all of Humanity will awaken .  In times to come this Siddhi will begin to 

awaken entire gene pools.  There will come a time in which relationships will awaken, then families, then 

entire communities until finally humanity will awaken as an individual Cosmic Being and will see its own 

true nature.  That single moment when humanity opens its true eyes for the first time will be the greatest 

single event in the history of Awareness itself.’ 

 

All that is occurring with the Pluto transit is intrinsically a part of the overall Plan that is unfolding through 

Time and Space to assist all on planet Earth with this inner Transformation – to remember in the words of 

Waldo Emerson 

 

We live in succession, in division, in parts.   Meantime within man is the Soul of the whole; the wise Silence; 

the Universal Beauty, to which every part and particle is equally related; the Eternal ONE. And this deep 

power in which we exist and whose beatitude is all accessible to us, is not only self-sufficing and perfect in 

every hour, but the act of seeing and the thing seen, the seer and the spectacle, the subject and the object, 

are One.  

 

We see the world piece by piece, as the sun, the moon, the animal, the tree; but the whole, of which these 

are the shining parts, is the Soul.’ 

 

May this ongoing transit Awaken humanity to the Limitation of the mind and to rediscover the Eternal Truth 

of our Unity with All of Life 

 


